Guideline for importing into the Russia PSTN, products/devices with licensed or unlicensed
radio frequencies, cellular and HF and LF devices

First of all, it is necessary to consider the list of a goods which are subject for so call it non-tariff regulation which
applied in trade with third countries including import and export .
According to thу annex № 1 to the decision №30 ECE College of 21.4.2015. ( full list of a licensed or non-tariff
regulation products)
Exporting and Importing of PSTN, products/devices with licensed or unlicensed radio frequencies, cellular and HF and LF
devices are regulated by section 2.16 of this non-tariff regulation list
In section 2.16. we can find full list of a Radio-electronic , PSTN, products/devices with licensed or unlicensed
radio frequencies, cellular and low-frequency or high-frequency devices of civil purposes as well built-in /or
parts of other goods which are subject to restrictions
Please find full section 2.16 from annex № 1 to the decision №30 ECE College of 21.4.2015. by following the link
Next step is to see if your products are not on exemption list for which you don't have to provide a license or any other
permissions for import
List of a products PSTN , Cellular and licensed and unlicensed devices or Licensed bands ,Licensed frequencies as well
LF and HF devices , the importation of which into the territory of the EAEU /Russia does not require the submission of a
conclusion or information from a Roskomnadzor ( Roskomnadzor permit for import ) or application for o a licenses of the
Ministry of Industry and trade Minpomtorg License ( MIT license)
Please find bellow list of an exemptions and the procedure of importation to
the customs territory of the Eurasian Economic Union and Russia
(hereinafter referred to as the import) of radio electronic products and high-frequency devices of civil purpose, including
built-in or included in other goods , PSTN import for Russia ,Cellular Import for Russia ,Licensed radio products import to
Russia ,licensed bands for Russia ( how do I import a licensed frequency product into the Russia ,Radio station import to
Russia, import of a routers , telecom equipment ,mobile carrier products for import into Russia ,or other restricted radio
devices for import to Russia )
Trade APPENDIX № 15 to Decision Of the College The Eurasian Economic Commission of April 21, 2015 No. 30
•

Please find as well list of a radio frequency bands or their nominal values for high-frequency devices in
Russia for which it is not necessary to make out the License of the Ministry of Industry ( MIT
License/Minpromtorg license ) or Roskomnadzor's extract from the single register list of a
Radioelectronic products and HighFrequency Devices)

Conclusion -

If your device falls under the exceptions (for example, mobile phone or BT or wi-fi devices ), it is not necessary to
make out additional document other then FSB notification ( FSB Notification application rules ( appendix 9
decision 3 FSB notification from April 21th of 2015) plus FAC declaration Declaration of conformity from
Russian ministry of communication ,since frequency and ranges are in exemption list for cellular or PSTN
,licensed and unlicensed products for Russia
If your product does not fall into the exceptions , then it is necessary to perform a number of actions and provide
several documents to comply with the regulation

•

Determine whether it is necessary to formalize the conclusion of the RFC ( RFC permit ) for the
registration of the License of the Ministry of Industry and Trade (the device is in the general list of
products section 2.16 and is absent in the exceptions ) also devices are not listed in the Roskomnadzor's
database from the single register list of a Radio electronics and High-Frequency Devices)

•

if not listed in the Roskomnadzor database, prepare a temporary import permit which is good for 6
months for samples local test

•
•

Perform RFC test
Issue an official license of the Ministry of Industry and Trade for the import of high-frequency equipment
and radio- electronic equipment.

LLC MINTEST provides ONE WINDOW service including representation for import, temporarily import
services , customs clearance, local test ,returning of a sample and temporarily import closing, so all process will be
done by us and in one window ( feel free to ask for a references ,many TAC companies using as for such services )

RFC Statement
This document is issued only by authorized state unitary enterprise GRFC ( Government Radio Frequency Center of
the Central Federal District) or its affiliates in the regions and federal districts of Russia, applies to the branch of the
district where registration of the applicant took place, so for LLC MINTEST it will be central branch Moscow
Steps for submission are
•
•

Permission for temporary import of devices from Roskomnadzor.
If the goods are in the list of products subject to notification when imported to the countries of the EAEU,
like wi-fi ,BT products ,products with encryption ,AES ,DES protocols - then at first we need to get
Notification of the FSB for temporally import to Russia customs clearance
• Then local test for RFC statement
•

then export of a samples back ( temporarily import closing)

Please Note in order to obtain RFC High frequency devices compliance with the GOST Р 51318.11-2006 is
necessary ( test could be performed as well locally )
Summarize:

In order to get the license of Industry and Trade for the import of radio frequency devices and HFD, you required:
a) Check exemption and full list of the non-tariff

1) full list 2.16 of annex № 1 to the decision №30 ECE College of 21.4.2015.
2) Trade APPENDIX № 15 to Decision Of the College The Eurasian Economic
Commission of April 21, 2015 No. 30 if not on the exemption then
b) Roskomnadzor Data base check Extract from the register of Roskomnadzor RES and HFD
c) if not in the data base, must check for FSB notification which will need for the temporally
import

d) temporarily import permit

e) sending sample /customs clearance /cutoms broker fee may apply
f) Local test at RFC Moscow
G) returning of a sample and temporarily import closing
Now your product is ready and placed into Roskomdazdor data base , could be imported into the territory of the
EAEU and Russia by any company with out additional test ! Thank you LLC MINTEST
LLC MINTEST offers complete solution for PSTN ,cellular ,licensed unlicensed bands/frequencies or products
import into the territory of the EAEU and Russia
Local representation
Temporarily import
Application for RFC on the behalf of LLC MINTEST
Customs Handling
Export of a tested sample back to the manufacturer
FSB notification services
EAC declaration and certification
Declaration of the Russian Ministry of communication
Certification of the Russian Ministry of communication
Representation for Russian Ministry of communication
Manual /specification translation
Marking support
Market access to the former USSR country such as EAC, Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Armenia, Ukraine,
Serbia, Beirut, Tajikistan, Moldova
For more info please contact LLC MINTEST via our RFQ form
we make it easy ,u make it easy with MINTEST

+7 (499) 409-63-69; +7 903 288-47-68; www.mintest-russia.ru

